[Large-scale imaging of corneal nerve fibres by guided eye movements].
The high resolution of corneal confocal microscopy (CCM) allows in vivo imaging of the corneal sub-basal nerve plexus (SNP). The field of view of a single CCM image (0.16 mm²) is not sufficient for the reliable morphometric characterisation of the SNP. Therefore we are developing a highly automated mosaicking technique for large-area imaging of the SNP using CCM image sequences. In order to acquire an image sequence of a larger area of the SNP, the view direction of the patient is guided by a computer-controlled moving fixation target on a display in front of the non-examined eye. The CCM image sequence is recorded with 30 fps. An online calculated mosaic image allows the medical operator to observe the acquisition process and assess the quality and size of the resulting image during the CCM recording process. Remaining image artefacts are corrected in an automated post-processing step. Using a first prototype system and an appropriate fixation target trajectory, a mean growth of the covered SNP area of 0.18 mm²/s could be achieved. Using the presented technology, large-area images of the SNP can be generated. The technology is characterized by a high degree of automation and short examination times.